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 STL files, a powerful part modeling tool, and a powerful CAM tool for creating and cutting parts. Aspire provides an intuitive
user interface (UI) for drafting, simple 3D CAD, and powerful part modeling. These two tools work together well. Aspire can

be used with CAM-Cut-Power technology to have a sophisticated cutting system in your machine. The software can be used for
short-run prototyping and short-run manufacturing. Users can create as many parts as they need, including designing around

tight tolerances and using features for complex mold insert holes. Many useful CAD functions are not available in Aspire. The
interface is a bit cluttered. So we cannot create a perfect result for every scenario. But the software is powerful and flexible, and

we recommend it for many types of manufacturing scenarios. It is a great choice for this book. CAM-Cut-Power Technology
The Aspire package is equipped with a cutting machine that can be equipped with a variety of tools. Aspire offers CAM-Cut-

Power technology, which lets you import the design into the machine and send it to the router for high-precision cutting. Figure
12.3 shows some of the machine features. This machine can cut an inch of material in 2 to 4 minutes. It is highly precise and

reliable, with a low error rate. Figure 12.3 Some of the machine features. Aspire and the CNC Router The Aspire CNC package
supports many of the standard CNC applications, and some new ones. You can create and import STL files, create 2D drawings
of the parts you create, and cut them with your CNC router. These tools work together very well, so it is a perfect package for

CNC work. Aspire offers support for a variety of machine features: CAM software, toolpaths, and cutting jobs 3D part
modeling CAM-Cut-Power technology for high precision Workpiece modeling Programming support Proximity and tracker

software Feedforward and feedback to the machine Plan-O-CNC, which allows you to create and import STL files directly into
the machine Part models Layout software Steel shape cut Aspire can import standard and custom G-code, including the new

NEMA-P14 and the old AS-10 formats. If you use a different programming format, 82157476af
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